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Abstract  
The paper introduces DigiMooD, an on-going research program run at European level by six partners 
to develop and test new pedagogical approaches. The project aims at developing and testing the offer 
of a set of innovative and interdisciplinary educational modules in “Digital Entrepreneurship for the 
Creative Industries (CCI)”, with a specific application to the Fashion Industry, its companies’ branding 
and narrative strategies and the digital service models. This represents an emblematic sector for Europe 
where the digital transformation is impacting cultural, social, and productive matters thus looking for 
further experimentation and learning: fashion is a mature sector that is being consistently disrupted by 
the new generation of key enabling technologies such as digital fabrication, advanced manufacturing, 
wearables, sensors and embedded systems; this is renewing fashion business models, service systems 
and consumption habits meaningfully intersecting creativity, technology, and entrepreneurial skills.  

In particular, it addresses the following programme objectives: 

• Equipping students in arts in creativity, business and technology with the knowledge and core 
transferable competences they need to think and work across cultural and creative sectors and 
disciplines. 

• Improving the quality and relevance of teaching and learning in arts and culture disciplines by 
linking creativity, business and technology. 

• Developing an entrepreneurial culture among the students and the teaching staff. 

• Stimulating innovative learning environments within and across disciplines through the integration 
of creative, digital and entrepreneurial education. More in details, the hybrid delivery methodology 
proposed includes the combination of MOOCs and Field Projects and internships. 

The paper will introduce the Quantitative and Qualitative research which supported the development of 
a new learning process and dedicated toolkit to design and implement MOOCs to fill the specific skills 
gaps detected in CCI.  

In fact, to have a deeper understanding of how companies in the fashion industry are facing the digital 
skills gap, DigiMooD consortium developed a survey submitted to a sample of 50 companies operating 
in the fashion sector, collecting their feedbacks and insights. Moreover, to frame the most required 
competences by companies, which are taking advantage of the digital transformation, DigiMooD 
consortium selected 12 innovative players for a semi-structured interview, from both Italy and France 
landscapes, two leading contexts for fashion CCI.  

Furthermore, both these two types of research were supported by desk research, which led the 
consortium to build a framework of digital competences. The framework highlights the three areas for 
the definition of the learning objectives: technical skills, business acumen and creative attitude.  

As a result, the paper will introduce two main deliverables of the research process:  

1 the emerging schemes of skills’ gaps occurred in CCI through digital transformation,  
2 the tool-kit designed to develop MOOCs dedicated to this specific sector. 

Keywords: Education for entrepreneurship, education and digital transformation, MOOCs design, 
Technologies for Cultural and Creative Industries (CCI). 

1 INTRODUCTION  
The paper draws on research carried out through the European co-funded project “DigiMooD for CCIs 
– Digital modules of didactic for cultural and creative industries”, a collaborative effort to translate in a 
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novel educational offer the ongoing transition of markets and social contexts towards reengineering their 
traditional industrial sectors. In particular, during the past decades, Europe and the Western world more 
in general have attempted to react to the quick unveiling of new technologies mostly deploying off-
shoring and delocalisation strategies that have impoverished their local repositories of material culture 
and know-how (1, 2). In this context, previous paradigms have shown their weakness preparing the 
ground for a greater importance of communities and services to renovate traditional manufacturing (3, 
4). This shift concerns also many industrial sectors linked to creativity (i.e. the fashion sector), which are 
being disrupted by the introduction of digital technologies in many areas (i.e., supply chain, business 
model, service model, professional profiles, etc.) (5, 6). Europe could gain decisive competitive 
advantages if capable to seize the opportunities of the digital age, including the need for new 
competences and professional profiles in all industrial domains, from production processes to 
communication strategies and retail channels (7). However, much work remains to be done to 
understand how to close the divide in digital literacy and connect the cultural knowledge to the potentials 
of the digital economy.  

Hence, DigiMooD aims at creating a curricula capable of increasing digital literacy in traditional/creative 
industrial sectors, thus oversteping the current digital skills gap and experimenting new ways of 
delivering education through new (open and digital) modes of training and interacting with students. To 
do this, it uses a co-design approach both to identify and describe the missing skills and to develop the 
appropriate digital channels and tools (i.e. MOOCs): several stakeholders have been involved to ensure 
correspondence with the real needs of industries and a high quality of contents and pedagogical 
approaches. The final curricula (to be delivered in 2020) will be the result of a process of mapping and 
framing of the necessary digital competences and of designing the connected educational path 
(curricula, channels, methods) for the next generation of creative digital professionals, thus enabling 
industrial change through educating a new breed of digital and multi-disciplinary young people. When 
entering the job market, these will be able to support industries not only in understanding but also in 
deploying digital innovations (8,9). In the long run, this will contribute to generate sustainable economic 
growth for Europe not limiting the application of key digital competences within national borders. 

The following section explores how digital entrepreneurship is innovating the creative and cultural sector 
and in particular the fashion one, its process and the competences required in the industry. The 
subsequent paragraph presents the project more in details, explaining the aim and the methodology 
used. Furthermore, the results of the quantitative and qualitative research are illustrated focusing on the 
views collected from companies and start-ups about the future needs of the industry in term of 
competences; thus, it is presented the framework which attempts to describe the digital skills gap for 
CCIs. The paper concludes by discussing the implication of the findings of the first year of the project, 
illustrating the roadmap for the next year and a half and the larger implications of research results. 

2 THE IMPACT OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN THE FASHION INDUSTRY  
The culture of dressing has always been a fundamental part in shaping material cultures, as well as 
textile is among the oldest “technology” within the path of human history. It well represents the hybrid 
nature which cultural and creative industries (CCI) embed: they are aimed at producing “cultural 
products”, that is to say, artefacts with a high cultural content, similarly to the arts; but at the same time 
they are partaking of organizational and economic cycles which characterize traditional industrial sectors 
(10, 11).  

Starting from the end of the 18th Century, fabrics and apparels industry played a crucial role in European 
Industrial Revolutions and were at the very centre of paradigmatic changes occurred with the application 
of steam machine and then electric power. At the core of the Third Industrial Revolution, in between the 
‘60ies and the ‘80ies, this industry was again a protagonist. On one hand, it was a symbolic 
representation of profound cultural,  social and political transformations, often becoming a “language” 
used to reshape identities and claim for new values. But at the same time fashion industry was a key 
player in mass market development and globalization, representing in many ways the uncontrolled 
growth of consumerism dynamics, sometimes underestimating cultural, social and environmental 
impacts of its operation.  

At the transition between the last Century and the new Millennium, fashion business found itself 
completely transformed. The increasing impact of global competition and the growth of emerging 
productive systems based on low-cost labour models had pushed traditional fashion brands and 
companies to revise their organizational structure, outsourcing and delocalizing their supply chains (12). 
During the ‘90ies, this process was further enhanced by the rise of fast fashion paradigm, that brought 
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to its extreme the reengineering processes of traditional companies, in search for the maximum 
reduction of time-to-market at the lowest operations’ cost. At the start of the new Millennium, despite the 
short term benefits, these transformations revelled unforeseen impacts on three main aspects.  

First of all the growing management complexity of globalized supply chains started to affect the capacity 
of companies to supervise all different steps of their processes and related quality control; moreover 
aggressive commercial licensing strategies, often adopted on sub-brands and second lines, ended up 
in decreasing product quality and reliability, finally trading down main brands.  

Secondly, the territorial areas originally dedicated to fabrics and garments production saw a progressive 
loss of their know how, with a general impoverishment of their cultural and social capital, transforming 
local communities’ identities and their link to their historical roots. 

And finally, in the regions of new operations, high environmental and social costs stated to emerge and, 
within the social media age context, to be quickly spread in media channels, creating boomerang effects 
onto customers’ perception of brands (13,14). All these unexpected impacts were the main reasons 
behind a new phase of organizational change which have been starting since the first decade of 21th 
Century, with the development of both reshoring strategies and the implementation of new governance 
structures able to guarantee a better supervision of outsourced company’s operations (15,16).  

At the dawn of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, where digitization is transforming our paradigm of 
production and consumption and redesigning social and cultural interaction (17), new opportunities are 
opening up for the fashion industry. The potential carried out by the I4.0 (9,18) model, where machines, 
spaces and humans can be connected within a cyber-physical network, is able to dramatically transform 
the traditional fashion cycle. It can ideally create an integrated system of actors, assets and stakeholders 
where supply-chains can be real-time tuned with factories, retail channels, products and final customers 
(9). This could virtuously enable the creation of a fashion system based on products quantities better 
balanced to markets demand, more consistent with users’ needs, highly customized and transparent for 
their entire lifecycle. Within this new scenario, design can become an empowered creative engine, 
interacting in real time with the whole value chain and driving innovation processes collectively 
negotiated among final customers and other stakeholders (19).  

Given this ongoing revolution, highly unexplored in its impacts, the need for redesigning the body of 
knowledge and competencies that could drive these changes within complex organizations and 
networks is emerging increasingly (8, 20): the traditional professional profiles characterizing the fashion 
industry, where creativity, management and technology were closed silos dedicated to different 
functions, need to be transformed; the boundaries between these competences are increasingly blurred 
and are giving space to new jobs and business models that are in turn requiring a new generation of 
digital entrepreneurs. This is the scenario in which the DigiMood project was born, to explore both the 
need of the traditional fashion industry and the emerging competences created in the ecosystem of new 
digital companies, to possibly renovate the connected educational paths. 

3 DIGIMOOD: DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MODELS AND EDUCATIONAL 
APPROACHES 

DigiMooD is a 28-months project co-funded by the European Commission under the pilot call “Creative 
Europe - modules for master degrees in art and science”, aimed to respond to the lack of 
multidisciplinary learning paths capable of shaping the evolution of Cultural and Creative Industries into 
their digital future, thus linking creativity with technological/digital skills and entrepreneurial skills. In 
particular, the call responds to the urgency of the creative sector to keep up with the opportunities and 
challenges coming from the digital transformation: although the creative sector is recognized to be 
“amongst the most entrepreneurial sectors, developing transferable skills such as creative thinking, 
problem-solving, teamwork and resourcefulness” (21), the lack of more technical/digital skills is currently 
thought to hinder the growth potential of the sector, especially when it comes to young graduates in the 
Arts and Humanities . The European Commission thus considers digitization a relevant lever for change, 
that is challenging the sector to experiment new channels to produce and propose value to users, new 
ways to provide access to cultural artefacts, new processes to tailor cultural contents. DigiMooD is thus 
responding to this challenge by piloting an interdisciplinary approach to provide these skills to soon-to-
be graduates in Design and Fashion not only combining entrepreneurship and technology with art and 
design, but also experimenting new teaching approaches and tools via digital learning environments 
and instruments that are foreseen to equip the students with a skillset thought for the digital economy. 
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The project aims therefore at developing and testing the offer of a set of innovative and interdisciplinary 
educational modules in “Digital Entrepreneurship for the Creative Industries”, with a specific application 
to the Fashion Industry, its companies’ branding and narrative strategies and the digital service models. 
More in details, the project aims at equipping students in arts and creativity, business and technology 
with the knowledge and core transferable competences they need to think and work across cultural and 
creative sectors and disciplines by: 

• experimenting, testing and validating teaching modules that involve together three disciplines (art 
& design, management, information technology) and creative industries directly to work with 
students hands-on on real-world challenges;  

• creating multi-disciplinary and international classes working jointly and stimulating a process of 
learning-by-doing between students and students and teachers;  

• involving directly professors and researchers from three different disciplines to create a virtuous 
cycle of exchange of knowledge across the academic divide;  

• significantly including soft skills in the curriculum offered and contributing to institutionalizing their 
teaching, for example, problem-solving and collaboration. 

4 METHODOLOGY 
Few main strategic choices characterize the project and contribute to define its methodology: the specific 
application of the curricula to the Fashion sector as crucial for Europe to seize digital opportunities, the 
establishment of a research consortium containing all the interested stakeholders to fill the gap 
identified, the use of a co-design approach to involve directly in the development of the project both 
industry and students. 

Concerning the first point, the DigiMooD consortium believes that fashion and its complex supply chain 
represent an emblematic sector for Europe where cultural, social, and productive issues converge and 
need to be addressed. In particular, digital opportunities are requiring reengineering this mature sector, 
that too often in the past has reacted passively to the turbulences caused by global changes with off-
shoring strategies. As mature sector, fashion is being disrupted by the new generation of key enabling 
technologies, namely in digital fabrication, advanced manufacturing, wearables, sensors and embedded 
systems; this is renewing fashion business models, service systems and consumption habits 
meaningfully intersecting creativity, technology, and entrepreneurial skills. Research in this field is 
mostly pushed by technology and not led by design and focuses on the development of technological 
building blocks and platforms. Much is therefore left to be done in the exploration of design innovation: 
there is a lack of understanding on the impact of digital technology (and their human dimension) on the 
whole fashion system, supply chain, business and service models. At the same time, Universities are 
called to develop new dedicated curricula and contents to bridge the gap between market demands and 
skills supply, in order to push further the understanding of the new connection between fashion and 
digital technology: DigiMooD experiments at this crossroad, looking at the massive impact this scenario 
is having on the types of skills needed to enter the market. 

Concerning the second point, the research consortium created for the project brings together all the 
specific competences needed: Politecnico di Milano (coordinator) in Italy and L'Institut Français de la 
Mode (IFM) in France are the two academic partners providing the main teaching skills and experience 
in teaching creativity, technology, and entrepreneurship, as well as the main pool of students involved 
for the first iteration of the educational offer; Fondazione Politecnico di Milano, as affiliated entity of the 
coordinator, supports the Consortium in conferences, seminars, peer learning and training activities and 
in dissemination actions; Fashion Technology Accelerator (FTA) provides direct knowledge and 
experience about working with CCIs start-ups and helping them scale-up; Assolombarda and its 
affiliated entity École provide a network of traditional companies to contribute to the development of 
entrepreneurial and managerial competences; The European e-Skills Association (EeSA) supports the 
development of online educational contents; Mammutfilm, as video cultural operator, provides 
innovative contents related to video-narratives for creatives industries. This selection of competences 
has been built as a small ecosystem where academic institutions (Politecnico di Milano and IFM) can 
work closely to the world of industry represented by the innovative side of start-ups (FTA) and the 
traditional part of companies (Assolombarda), supported by experts of e-skills (EeSA) and a creative 
and cultural firm itself (Mammutfilm). This has enabled the consortium to interact in a dynamic balance 
with different stakeholders to test and validate the process and the contents developed throughout its 
duration. 
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Finally, concerning the third point, the project has been thought to iterate through a constant flow and 
exchange of knowledge between higher education institutions and enterprise system, recognizing the 
importance of involving directly the job market that is experimenting first-hand the current lack of 
digital/creative job profiles. Embedded in the development, is therefore a programme of different types 
of co-design sessions aimed at thinking, developing and delivering collaboratively the final educational 
offer. In turn, this will be not only cross-disciplinary but fully embedded in the real working life allowing 
mutual learning between students and CCIs alike (i.e., company staff will be directly involved into 
delivering the teaching, especially in the second half of the programme which will be based on real 
challenges). 

Dialoguing with industry, the research consortium has aimed at comprehending employers’ and 
entrepreneurs’ needs, their vision for the future of the sector, and the potential translation of this into 
competences. Confronting different disciplinary knowledge, the project has aimed at being multi-
disciplinary in its nature and since the beginning, experimenting the crossing of traditional academic 
barriers. During the first year, these tracks have run parallelly: four specific moments have been 
organised to dialogue with industries, namely a focus group, a survey, in-depth interviews, and a co-
creation session involving overall more than seventy companies; several meetings have actively 
involved in the co-design of the educational offer all the different types of stakeholders to cover the 
institutional acknowledgement, from the domain experts, called to provide specific content, to the 
teaching and learning unit of Politecnico di Milano, and the institutional decision makers. 

5 RESULTS 
At the end of the first year of research, few main results can be highlighted coming from few of the main 
activities delivered. In particular, the description of the digital skills gap has been the first important 
challenge for the project, faced through three main activities: a survey, a series of interviews, and desk 
research. These will be described more in details in the following. 

The survey has been first delivered in the format of a focus group (organized by Assolombarda with the 
contribution of École and Politecnico di Milano) with the goal of discussing its content and structure with 
selected representatives of fashion companies. This activity has delivered few initial insights, including 
the need to use the survey to understand not only the wider transformations occurring in the sector, but 
also to downsize this landscape in more specific needs for companies, like for example the need to 
improve the skills of HR departments in hiring new job profiles or the difficulties of more traditional 
companies to combine new technologies and hand-made. Consequently, the survey has been delivered 
to a sample of 50 Fashion companies supporting the understanding of how traditional industrial 
companies are dealing with digitization; the sample used focuses mainly on product development and 
creation (Figure 1), the size of companies ranges between 46% of small ones (0 to 25 employees), 14% 
of medium (25 to 50 employees), and 40% with more than 50 employees. 

 
Figure 1 Results from the DigiMooD survey 

According to the answers analyzed, it is believed that digital skills are most urgently needed in 
commercialization processes (30 out of 50 companies), followed by product development, logistics and 
production (27 out of 50 companies). Both through focus group and survey, it has been clear that 
companies are not only aware of the on-going transformation driven by the digital but also of the unfit 
nature of their current assets. This has been attributed also to the lack of policies or other 
public/governmental actions capable of supporting the transformation of traditional companies to 
respond to digital challenges. Furthermore and despite awareness, very few companies in the sample 
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have already taken measures to leverage the digital transformation; for example, 42% (21 out of 50) of 
companies has not carried out courses concerning digital skills for their employees, and often integrated 
training processes focus vertically on specific software used in specific tasks (Figure 2 Results from the 
DigiMooD surveyFigure 2). 

 
Figure 2 Results from the DigiMooD survey 

Furthermore, 51% (26 out of 50) of traditional companies has not conduct recently recruitment 
processes among new graduates, which shows, together with the absence of structured training 
processes, the difficulties of the industry to engage more in general with the new generation of digital 
natives. Between the companies that have carried out recruitment processes, it is important to notice 
that the skills seldom found in candidates’ profiles concern project management abilities using digital 
technologies (13 out of 24) (Figure 3).  

 
Figure 3 Results from the DigiMooD survey 

A correlation can found between the companies that didn’t conduct recruitment processes recently and 
the ones which didn’t train their employees on digital skills: the first ones have a narrow (vertical) 
viewpoint and tend to see the potential of digital transformation limited to the use of technologies in 
production or communication processes (e.g. social media); the second ones have a broader 
(horizontal) perspective and believe that digital could enhance and support a new attitude toward project 
management and development, thus showing that the fashion industry is going at two speeds when it 
comes to digital. 

To go further in depth into these insights, the DigiMooD consortium has selected 12 start-ups from Italy 
(FTA) and France (IFM) (two leading contexts for the fashion industry) to conduct a qualitative research 
protocol aimed at confronting the perspective of the traditional side of the sector with the more innovative 
one. 

The start-ups interviewed leverage their innovation capabilities on the opportunities given by digital 
technologies, both hardware such as smartphone or sensors, and software such as cloud, AI and so on, 
which enable to ”create new scenarios to connect companies with their consumers” as expressed by 
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ELSE Corp (company focused on technological integration to speed up the production of fashion items). 
In both contexts, Italian and French, a general consensus emerged on the transformation of the sector: 
as Bookalook (a B2B company focused on sample management) stated:  

“Fashion is opening up to digital and trying to understand it. As a digital company, we need to 
help them get this done.”  

In fact, the value propositions of interviewees often converge on supporting the digitization of processes 
in more traditional companies; as underlined by Stentle (an organization that helps fashion brand and 
retailers create e-commerce initiatives):  

“We bring together the design with the innovation because we are digital natives. Our platform is 
based on technology and the fact that we help them digitalize their business is where we are 
bringing our innovation. The spread of the innovation is leveraged all throughout with digital tools.”  

In order to do so, start-ups need to balance the profiles they try to integrate in the companies with a tech 
background, while also looking for more hybrid profiles, that is capable of mastering technology and 
creativity together (meaning for example, UX and front-end in digital platforms), as suggested by  Mon 
Style (a technological company that has created an intelligent chatbot solution), and by Bookalook: 
“Hybrid profiles with engineering and understanding lifestyle and fashion would be perfect.”  

If however this necessity of cross-sectoral skills is clear, when asked directly which are the skills that 
start-ups seek in applicants, most of the interviewees are not able to decide if they prefer new graduates 
with a technical profile or graduates from more humanistic studies; as 1trueID (a technological company 
focused on anti-counterfeiting systems based on blockchain) underlined:  

“It is difficult to find the right skills, if we consider software engineering, they are well prepared in 
software development, but they are not specialized in social platforms or in marketing aspects. 
On the other side, if we look for different skills (marketing) maybe, in this case, we cannot cover 
a skill in technical aspects”.  

Moreover, Stentle believes that  

“the winning one will be able to understand what people want, but also able to understand the 
technology tools to create the perfect customer experience and the most innovative tools that can 
be used.” and it continues to underline the importance of human touch, which are future-proof 
skills, “Empathy is fundamental in general, not only in my company. Something that cannot be 
substituted by machines”. 

Furthermore, the lack of digital expertise in management roles should also be addressed: hence the 
need to acquire new skills concenrs both future employees and current managers. As expressed by 
Tekyn (which developed an on-demand manufacturing solution in partnership with French fashion 
manufacturers)  

“the team will also probably have to strengthen its capacity with additional digitally-centred project 
managers.”  

As highlighted by XLC (specialized in supply chain management and software implementation)  

“everywhere in the fashion industry, one can observe that middle to upper managers are hugely 
lacking in digital culture and that decision-makers often make regressive decisions regarding 
processes and investments.”  

6 ANALYSIS: TOWARDS A DIGITAL SKILLS GAP FRAMEWORK FOR CCIS 
The analysis of the results of both quantitative and qualitative research has been supported by a desk 
research that has led the consortium to define a tentative description of the digital skills gap for the CCIs 
(and fashion in particular). This cannot be considered a final framework, but rather a work in progress 
that will still need to be tested and validated through the development and iteration of the connected 
educational offer. In this first version, the framework has been developed considering both the future 
challenges and potential evolutions of fashion companies, and the current lack of digitally-aware profiles 
specific for the sector. 

As initial references, the frameworks DigiComp 2.1 and EntreComp (22,23) developed by the Joint 
Research Centre of the European Commission have been used. The attempt with our framework has 
been to narrow the structure to the context of Creative and Cultural industries and in particular to the 
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Fashion sector, which has been possible thanks to the field activities described above. In particular, 
during the survey we understood that traditional companies are aware of the changes brought by the 
digital transformation, but struggle in finding strategies to overcome the current skills gap. On the other 
hand, during interviews, we understood that innovative players consider themselves digital companies 
able to create value from the new technologies. Both companies and start-ups converge on the idea 
and necessity of a more structured learning process focused on digital competences aimed to integrate 
digital competences into organizational workflows and upskills employees in a process of continuous 
learning, while also training students before they approach the workplace. 

Finally, the area of competences identified through the research focus on: the knowledge of technologies 
and their technical aspects, considering for instance the so-called disruptive technologies (i.e., IoT, AR, 
AI and cloud computing); the perspicacity of comprehending on-going changes and the ability to create 
value through digital activities, for instance by analysing data and creating digital business connecting 
resources and information available; and the capacity and mindset of experimentating using digital tools 
to solve complex problems and empathize with specific communities to match better user needs and 
companies’ offer.  

These have been clustered into three different areas thus forming the research framework (table 1): 
technical skills, business acumen and creative attitude.  

Table 1 Framework: digital skills gap 

Technical skills Business acumen Creative attitude 

Automation Innovation strategy Digital Experimentation 
Cad & 3D Modelling Organizational dexterity Phygital Experience 
Digital manufacturing Online Business Media Literacy 
Internet of things (IoT) E-collaboration and virtual interaction Contents curator 
Robotics 
Big data management 

Creating and managing networks (social networking) Digital Preservation 
Behavioural sciences 

Virtual and Augmented reality Data Analytics Community management 
Data Visualization Data Driven decision making Digital Storytelling 
Artificial Intelligence  Social media Trend 
Cloud computing   

This framework has been the starting point to co-create the educational offer and is a base for the 
definition of its learning objectives and outcomes. 

7 CONCLUSIONS 
DigiMooD project is linked to the urgency of understanding possible future trajectories for education in 
an age of unprecedent changes. The type of transition characterizing contemporary technological 
innovation is happening at a speed that wasn’t ever faced in the past. As clearly acknowledged by the 
work of the two renowned Oxford researchers, Carl Frey and Michael Osborne, automation will deeply 
impacts on contemporary jobs and their traditional organization. Many studies have been conducted to 
better understand this phenomenon, all underlying that current functions will have to modify tasks due 
to automation, million workers will be forced to change their type of employment and that all workers will 
be pushed to evolve to take into account the changes due to applications of new technologies (24). 

This is dramatically transforming the nature of work and impacting on how educational institutions will 
be able to prepare future generations of professionals. 

The fears towards the impacts of technological innovation has always been characterizing paradigmatic 
transition phases. Already in the ‘60ies, for example, President Lyndon B. Johnson ended the US 
commission "Technology, automation, and economic progress" stating that: 

“[…] the basic fact is that technology eliminates jobs, not work. It is the continuous obligation of economic 
policy to match increases in productive potential with increases in purchasing power and demand. 
Otherwise, the potential created by technical progress runs to waste in idle capacity, unemployment, 
and deprivation.” (25) 
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The assumption that technology should not eliminate jobs but transform them is driving the perspective 
of DigiMooD project, where the main objective was to create a framework of skills gap, possibly tracing 
future trajectories to be followed by higher education institutions (HEIs) to shape their pedagogical 
strategies. The goal of DigiMooD is particularly crucial as it is focused on Cultural and Creative 
Industries, which are among the few sectors where automation seems to be more transformative that 
substituting. Creative and design thinking capacities are, in fact, among the competences which all 
studies and reports consider still to be unique to individuals, difficult to be replaced by artificial 
intelligence and automation. Given this perspective it is even more important to understand the impact 
of digitation on this industries and to track the emergence of new competences and new jobs. Therefor 
the approach adopted for reaching this goal has been oriented not only to detect contemporary needs 
within the fashion industry, but also to forecast future needs and future skills. As highlighted in section 
4 and 5, the best practice analysis has approached new companies created already as digital natives, 
showing new ways of organizing their design, manufacturing and distribution models, taking the best 
advantages of digital technologies applications. 

As a result, the Skills Gap Framework already incorporates competences which are not yet integrated 
or even planned in mainstream fashion companies, but which will possibly be needed in the future to 
guarantee their competitiveness and capacity of facing transformations to come.  

The challenge that opens up now with the Skills Gap Framework is not only to be able to guide HEIs in 
reshaping their traditional educational offer, but also to translate it though new pedagogical modes, 
possibly reaching a larger audience, to fulfil the need of transforming current job profiles, re-skilling 
actual workers.  

Within this perspective, digital technologies are also offering possible solutions, where Massive Online 
Open Courses (MOOCs), are creating a new educational environment, accessible to broader potential 
publics, within a new education eco-system co-created and shared by a rich network of actors. 
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